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"I knew I needed to do LBT to break
through that ceiling and progress in my
career. And it actually happened - I finally
achieved my career goal and was
promoted after completing the course!"
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WHAT WAS THE MOST VALUABLE THING ABOUT THE PROGRAM?

Apart from the content, the Sunday webinars was something I found very valuable. It was an
opportunity to gain perspective from other leaders, hear their stories and experiences.

In just 7 weeks you are able to completely and successfully transform your leadership. Emma
and Marty's commitment to each and every student is truly amazing and unheard of in any
other program of this type.

WHAT MADE YOU TAKE THE LEAP AND ENROL IN THE PROGRAM?

It all started with the podcasts. Marty's no BS approach was exactly what I was looking for! 

The more podcasts I listened to the more I noticed the gaps in my leadership and the reason
why I had hit a glass ceiling in my career.
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WHAT SPECIFIC CAREER CHALLENGES DID YOU HAVE, THAT LED YOU TO
LOOK FOR A SOLUTION LIKE LBT?

For years I was struggling to achieve a career goal. No matter what I did I wasn't being
promoted! Every boss I worked for kept saying "You're not ready" and I couldn't see why. LBT
exposed the areas of my leadership that were holding me back and gave me the tools I
needed to break through. 

Not long after completing the course an opportunity came up and I was successful. I finally
achieved the goal I had been striving for!

WHAT RESULTS OR CHANGES HAVE YOU SEEN IN YOURSELF OR YOUR
TEAM, SINCE COMPLETING LBT?

LBT helped me realise and rectify the flaws in my behaviour and attitude. The feedback I've
received from my managers and colleagues is testament that this program actually works!

HOW DID YOU KNOW THAT LBT WAS GOING TO BE A SOUND INVESTMENT
OF YOUR TIME AND MONEY?

I really wanted access to someone that has 'been there and done that' (successfully). Marty
does not hold back, he gives you all the knowledge and experiences he has gained over his
illustrious career. 

Definitely top value for money.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO SOMEONE IN A SIMILAR CAREER POSITION TO
YOU WHO WAS CONSIDERING DOING THE PROGRAM?

Do it! If you are serious about developing your skills and being the manager you wish you
had, then this course is essential.

LBT is the missing piece of your leadership journey! 

Be part of what will improve the quality of leaders now and for future generations.

DID THE PROGRAM EXCEED, MEET OR NOT MEET YOUR EXPECTATIONS?

The program exceeded my expectations. Marty and Em ensured all questions are answered
and no stone is left unturned! The content is exceptional and can relate to all leadership
levels, anyone from a rookie manager to an experienced CEO will gain value from this
program.
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